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Baen. Paperback. Condition: New. 410 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.8in. x 0.7in.With the defenses of
the Southern Appalachians sundered, the only thing standing between the ravening Posleen
hordes and the soft interior of the Cumberland Plateau are the veterans of 555th Mobile Infantry.
Dropped into Rabun Pass, with a couple of million Posleen behind them and fourteen million to the
front, the only question is which will run out first: power, bullets or bodies. But they have a hole
card: far to the north the shattered SheVa Nine is undergoing a facelift. Rising from its smoking
ashes is a new weapon of war, armed with the most advanced weaponry Terra has ever produced,
capable of facing both the Posleen hordes and their redoubtable space-cruisers. Capable of dealing
out hell as only SheVa Nine can. If Mike ONeal and the other members of the 555th are going to
survive, it will come down to how much Posleen butt Bun-bun can kick. Prepare to eat antimatter,
Posleen-boy. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. This really is for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth looking at. Your daily life period
will likely be change when you complete reading this publication.
-- Veronica Hauck DVM-- Veronica Hauck DVM

Very useful to all of group of folks. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e book. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of
your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Claire Carroll DVM-- Claire Carroll DVM
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